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Abstract 
Model checking is an automatic technique for verifying finite state 

systems: in this approach, properties are expressed in a temporal logic 
and systems are modelled as transition systems. A main problem of 
model checking is state explosion: very complex systems are often rep
resented by transition systems with a prohibitive number of states. The 
primary cause of this problem is the parallel composition of interacting 
processes. Many techniques have been proposed to attack this problem, 
among them compositional techniques. These techniques reduce state 
explosion exploiting the natural decomposition of complex systems into 
processes. In this paper we present a formula-based compositional rule 
that allows us to deduce a property of a parallel composition of processes 
by checking it only on a component process. 

Keywords: model checking, compositionality, temporal logic, state explosion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Model checking is an automatic technique for verifying finite state sys

tems: in this approach, properties are expressed in a temporal logic and 
systems are modelled as transition systems. A model checker accepts 
two inputs, a transition system and a temporal formula, and returns 
"true" if the system satisfies the formula and "false" otherwise. Several 
efficient model checkers have been developed, see for example [5, 10]. A 
main problem of the model checking technique is state explosion: very 
complex systems are often represented by transition systems with a pro
hibitive number of states. The primary cause of this problem is the 
parallel composition of interacting processes. The problem occurs be
cause the number of states of the global transition system is exponential 
in the number of component processes. 
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Many techniques have been proposed to attack this problem. While all 
these techniques cannot solve the problem in general, they provide sig
nificant improvements in performance. These techniques can be roughly 
divided into two categories. The works in the first category generate 
the whole transition system, corresponding to the concurrent system, 
but encode it symbolically to reduce the memory size [6, 18]. The works 
belonging to the second category avoid the generation of the whole tran
sition system; local model checking [9, 23], on-the fly techniques [12, 14], 
abstractions [3, 7] and compositional reasoning [1, 8, 13, 15] belong to 
this category. 

In our work we follow a compositional approach. Compositional tech
niques reduce state explosion exploiting the natural decomposition of 
complex systems into processes. Many finite state systems are composed 
of multiple processes running in parallel. The goal of this approach is to 
verify the processes individually and then piece together the results to 
conclude that the original system is correct. 

In this paper we present a formula-based compositional rule that allows 
us to deduce a property of a parallel composition of processes by check
ing it only on a component process. Suppose that we want to show that 
a property <p holds for a system composed of two parallel processes P 
and Q, with synchronisation on the set of actions w. Suppose that the 
transition system of the global system is too large to be handled by the 
existing verification environments. The first step of our approach con
sists of proving whether P (or equivalently Q) satisfies that property. 
This can be done by using standard model checkers, since the size of a 
single component is obviously less than that of the global system. If the 
first step succeeds, then we check that Q does not alter the satisfaction 
of <p when composed in parallel with P. This is done by checking a suit
able relation between P and Q, based both on the formula <p and on the 
set w of communication actions. If this second step succeeds too, then 
we can conclude that the original system satisfies <p, without generating 
the global transition system. This compositional method can signifi
cantly reduce the state explosion problem arising in the direct model 
checking method. Moreover it can be automated and it is completely 
transparent to the user. Other works based on compositional reasoning 
(see for example [15, 21]) require more user intervention, although they 
can achieve better results. 

In this paper we use the LOTOS [4] language to specify concurrent and 
distributed systems, and a particular temporal logic, called selective-J.L
calculus, to express properties. The selective-J.L-calculus has been defined 
by the author and others in [2, 3]. We have chosen this logic since it is 
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particularly suited to be used in a compositional verification approach. 
However the method we present is general, since it is applicable, with 
suitable modifications, with other logic, for example standard modal 
ft-calculusj moreover it can be used with different formal specification 
languages. 

The paper is organised as follows. Some notions related to LOTOS 
are recalled in Section 2, while the selective-p.-calculus is introduced 
in Section 3. Our compositional approach is described in Section 4. 
Considerations are made in Section 5, while comparisons with related 
works are given in Section 6. 

2. BASIC LOTOS 
Basic LOTOS is the version of LOTOS [4] without value-passingj thus 

it is used to describe synchronisation aspects of the system. We assume 
that the reader is familiar with Basic LOTOS, which is widely used in 
the specification of concurrent and distributed systems, and so we recall 
only some main concepts. The reader can refer to [4J for further details. 
From now on we write LOTOS instead of Basic LOTOS. A LOTOS 
program is defined as: 

process ProcName := P 
where e 

endproc 

where P is a process, ProcName : = P is a process declaration and e is a 
process environment, i.e. a set of process declarations. A process is the 
composition, by means of a set of operators, of a finite set A = {i, a, b, ".} 
of atomic actions. The action i is called the unobservable action. For 
the sake of simplicity, we do not consider all operators which are allowed 
in LOTOS. The simplified syntax of a LOTOS process is the following: 

P ::= stop I O!j P I fOP I PJ[SJIP I hide S in P I P[jJ I X 

where X ranges over a set of process names, O! ranges over A, S A - {i} 
and j : A -t A is an action relabelling function, with the property that 
f(i) = i. We call P the processes generated from P. By stop we denote 
the empty process. The operators to build processes are action prefix 
(aj P), choice (Pt OP2), parallel composition (PI J[SJl P2) , hiding (hide S 
in P), relabelling, (P[j]) and process instantiation (X). 

Given a set e of process declarations, the standard operational semantics 
is given by a relation --t£ P x A x P. --t£ (--t for short) is the 
least relation defined by the rules in Table 1. In Table 1 the symmetric 
rules for choice and parallel composition are not shown. 
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a E A, lEA - {i} 

pre choice 

inst X:=PE£ reI 

par 
PI I[S]I P2 P{ I[S]I P2 a ¢ S 

com aES 
PI 1[8]1 P2 P{ I[Sli 

hide S in P hide S in p' a ¢ S 

lES 
hide S in P 

Table 1 Standard operational semantics of Basic LOTOS 

If E A* and 8 = al ... an, n 1, we write P --4 Q to mean P -!:.4 ... 
Q and aI, ... ,an is called a finite computation of P. For the empty 

sequence>. of actions we have P P for every PEP; clearly also>. is 
a finite computation of P. 

A labelled transition systems T is a quadruple (S, T, --+, so), S is a set 
of states, T is a set of transition labels, So E S is the initial state and 
--+ S x T x S. The standard transition system for a LOTOS process 
P, denoted by S(P), is the transition system (P, A, --+, P). A LOTOS 
process P is finite, if the standard transition system for P is finite. 

We now define a function that associates a process to a set of actions: 

Definition 1 (C(P) Let P be a LOTOS process and £ be a set of pro
cess declarations. The sort of P with £ is the set CdP) A defined as 
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the least solution of the following recursive definition: 

Ce(stop) 

Ce(a.P) 

C,dPOQ) 
Ce(P(f]) 
Ce(hide S in P) 
Ce(X) 

= 0 
= {Ce(P)U{a} ifa#i 

Ce(P) if a = i 
Ce(PI[S]IQ) Ce(P) U Ce(Q) 

= {/(a): a E Ce(P)} 
Ce(P) - S 
Ce(P) if X := P E £ 

When clear from the context, we use C(P) in place of C£(P). 

From now on, without loss of generality, we consider the parallel com
position of two processes P and Q with synchronisation of the actions 
common to both of their sorts (P I[C(P) n C(Q)]I Q). 

3. SELECTIVE-J.£-CALCULUS 
The selective-{t-calculus, introduced by the author and others in [2, 

3], is a branching temporal logic to express behavioural properties of 
systems. It is equi-expressive to It-calculus [16, 22], but it differs from 
it in the definition of the modal operators. The basic characteristic 
of the selective-{t-calculus is that each formula guides the definition of 
a reduced transition system on which the formula can be equivalently 
checked. 

The syntax of the selective-{t-calculus is the following, where K and R 
range over sets of actions, while Z ranges over a set of variables: 

<P ::= tt 1 ff 1 Z 1 <PI V <P2 1 <PI /\ <P2 1 [K]R <P 1 (K) R <P 1 vZ.<p 1 {tZ.<p 

The satisfaction of a formula <P by a state s of a transition system, 
written s F <p, is defined as follows: 

each state satisfies tt and no state satisfies ff; a state satisfies <PI V <P2 
(<PI /\ <P2) if it satisfies <PI or (and) <P2. [K]R<P and (K)R<P are the 
selective modal operators: 

[K]R <P is satisfied by a state which, for every performance of a sequence 
of actions not belonging to R UK, followed by an action in K, 
evolves to a state obeying <po 

(K) R <P is satisfied by a state which can evolve to a state obeying <P 
by performing a sequence of actions not belonging to R UK, 
followed by an action in K. 
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As in standard p.-calculus, a fix-point formula has the form p.Z.<p (vZ.<p) 
where p.Z (vZ) binds free occurrences of Z in <p. An occurrence of Z 
is free if it is not within the scope of a binder p.Z (vZ). A formula is 
closed if it contains no free variables. p.Z.<p is the least fix-point of the 
recursive equation Z = <p, while v Z.<p is the greatest one. 

A transition system r satisfies a formula <p, written r po <p, if and only 
if P po <p, where P is the initial state of r. A LOTOS process P satisfies 
<p if S(P) satisfies <p. 

ff 

P po tt 

P po <p/\'ljJ 

Ppo<pV'ljJ 

Ppo[K]R<p 

iff 

iff 

iff 

P po (K)R <p iff 

P po vZ.<p 

P po p.Z.<p 

iff 

iff 

P po <p and P po 'ljJ 

P po <p or P po 'ljJ 

VP'.Va E implies P' po <p 

3P'.3a E and P' po <p 

P po vzn.<p for all n 

P po p.zn.<p for some n 

where, for each n, vzn.<p and p.zn.<p are defined as: 

vZO.<p = tt p.ZO.<p = ff 
vzn+l.<p = <p[vzn.<p/Z] p.zn+l.<p = <p[p.zn.<p/Z] 

where the notation <p['ljJ / Z] indicates the substitution of'ljJ for every free 
occurrence of the variable Z in <p. 

Table 2 Satisfaction of a closed formula by a state 

The precise definition of the satisfaction of a closed formula <p by a state 
of a transition system r = (S, Q) is given in Table 2. It uses 
the transition relation ===:;'1, parametric with respect to I A, which 
ignores all non-interesting actions (i.e. those in A - 1). 

Definition 2 (===:;'1 relation) Let P be a LOTOS process and I A, 
we define the relation ===:;. I P x I x P such that, for each a E I, 
P,Q E P: 
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By p:4} I Q we express the fact that it is possible to pass from P to Q 
by performing a (possibly empty) sequence of actions not belonging to I 
and then the action a in I. In the following, Q is called an a-derivative 
of P with ( or a-derivative for short). Note that = -to 

Example 3 Consider the LOTOS program in Table 3 that describes a 
coffee and tea dispenser in which the user first reads the instructions 
{action read_instr} and then he/she inserts a coin {action coin} if the 
Dispenser is ready to accept a coin {action ready}. Afterwards, the user 
decides (action deciding) either to collect immediately a cup of coffee 
{action coffee},. or to insert another coin before collecting, in case, a 
cup of tea {action tea}. However, if the user does not insert the second 
coin quickly, i. e. he/she inserts the second coin after a timeout, internal 
to the Dispenser, {action timeout}, the user is left without neither tea 
nor coffee. 

process System := Dispenser I [coin, coffee ,tea] I User 
where £ 

endproc 

£ is composed of the following process declarations: 

Dispenser := ready; coin; (timeout; (coin;Dispenser [] coffee;Dispenser) 
[] 

coffee;Dispenser 
[] 
coin;(tea;Dispenser [] Dispenser» 

User := read_instr;coin;deciding;(coffee;User 
[] 

coin; (User [) tea;User» 

Table 3 A coffee and tea dispenser 

S(System) has 13 states and 22 transitions, while S(Dispenser) has 5 
states and 9 transitions and S(User) has 5 states and 7 transitions. 

To explain the use of the selective operators, we give some examples of 
selective-j.t-calculus formulae, which are satisfied by System. 

'PI = (tea){timeout} tt: "it is possible to get a cup of tea if the second 
coin has been inserted quickly, i.e. the timeout has not occurred". 

'P2 = [coffee]{COin} ff: "a cup of coffee cannot be obtained if a coin has 
not been inserted". 
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CP3 = (coin){coin} ((coffee)0tt 1\ [teal{coin} ff}: "after the user has 
inserted a coin, it is possible to get a cup of coffee and a cup of tea 
cannot be collected if another coin has not been inserted". 

4. COMPOSITIONAL MODEL CHECKING 
Compositional model checking is a method for reducing the complex

ity of temporal logic model checking in systems composed of many paral
lel processes. The goal is to check a property on a single component of a 
system and then deduce that the original system satisfies that property. 
In general, a property satisfied by a process could be not preserved when 
that process is composed with another process. For example: a; stop sat
isfies (a){b} tt, while a; stop I[all b; a; stop does not satisfy (a){b} tt, since 
there exists no path from the initial state ending with a and not con
taining b. The problem is to find sufficient conditions under which a 
property of a process remains true in a parallel composition involving 
that process. 

In this section we define a formula-based compositional rule that allows 
us to deduce a property of a parallel composition by checking it only on 
a parallel component. In particular, if we want to verify that a process 
of the form PI[wlIQ has a property <p, we reduce this task to: 1) check 
whether P satisfies cP; and 2) check that Q does not alter the satisfaction 
of cP when composed in parallel with P, over the set of actions w. To solve 
the first point we use the standard model checkers which we can found in 
all existing verification environments [5, 10]. To solve the second point 
we check whether P and Q are related by a suitable relation, based both 
on the formula cP and on the set of communication actions w. A main 
point of this paper is the definition of this relation, which represents a 
sufficient condition for the preservation of the satisfaction of a formula. 

For the sake of clarity, we first explore our approach considering selective
J1,-calculus formulae containing only (K) R modal operators, from now 
on referred to as () S/-L formulae. We use the coffee and tea dispenser of 
Example 3 to explain our approach. Let us suppose that we want to 
check whether System satisfies the ()SJ1, formula: 

CPI = (tea) {timeout} tt. 

It is easy to show that the process Dispenser satisfies <Pl. If we want to 
deduce that also the complete system (Dispenser I[wll User) satisfies 
CPI (with w = {coin, coffee, tea}) we must check that User does not 
alter the satisfaction of CPI; this is ensured if: 
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• User does not block the execution of Dispenser: whenever Dis
penser executes an action in w, User can perform that action and 
so the parallel composition can perform the action tea. 

• User does not execute timeout before Dispenser performs tea. 

In general, if P F= cp, the actions relevant to preserve the satisfaction of 
a ()SJ.L formula, when P is composed in parallel with another process, 
are both the communication actions and those ones belonging to the set 
R(cp) of all actions occurring in the set R of the modal operators (K}R 
appearing in cpo In order to express the above conditions, we introduce 
the notion of (w, p}-simulation. 

Definition 4 «(w, p)-simulation) Let P, Q be two LOTOS processes 
and W,p A. 

• A (w, p)-simulation, S, is a relation on P x P such that P S Q 
implies: 

P pI implies Q Q' for some Q' with pI S Q'. 

• We say that Q (w,p)-simulates P (write P Q) iff there exists 
a (w, p}-simulation S containing the pair (P, Q). 

In other words, Q (w, p)-simulates P means that, if P becomes the pro
cess pI, after performing a sequence of actions which are not communi
cation actions, followed by an action cr in w, then Q performs cr, without 
executing an action in p, and becomes a process which (w, p}-simulates 
P'. Note that Q can have more computations than P. 

Let cp be a ()SJ.L formula, we give the following compositional rule: 

Orule 
p F= cP, P Q 

P I[wll Q F cp 

Recall the coffee and tea dispenser described in Example 3; it holds that: 

• Dispenser F CPt: (tea){timeout} tt; 

• Dispenser '5:{timeout} User where w = {coin, coffee, tea}. 

Thus we can deduce that Dispenser I[wll User F= CPt. 

With this approach we can check the formula only on S(Dispenser). 
We remark that S(Dispenser) has only 5 states, while S(System) has 
13 states. On the other hand, we have to determine whether it exists 
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a (w, {timeout} }-simulation between Dispenser and User: we discuss 
this problem in Section 5. Note that also User satisfies CPI, but User 
Dispenser, and so the ()rule cannot be applied in this direction. Since 
the (w, p}-simulation is not symmetric, if the application of the rule in 
one direction fails, we can apply the rule in the other direction. The 
choice of the direction is made arbitrarily, but some remarks concerning 
the sorts of the processes can be useful. For example, if we want to check 
whether P I[w]1 Q satisfies a formula cP, containing the modal operator 
(a)R' and a .c(P), while a E .c(Q), then we clearly choose Q to check 
cP on it and then we verify that P does not alter the satisfaction of cP 
(i.e. Q ::;n(cp) P). 

Finally, note that the above compositional rule is not complete; in fact 
it is possible that a process P satisfies a 0 SJ-l formula cp, Q does not 
(w, R(cp))-simulates P, but P l[w]1 Q satisfies cpo 

Let us now consider selective-J-l-cakulus formulae containing only [K]R 
modal operators, in the following referred to as DSJ-l formulae. Recall the 
coffee and tea dispenser of Example 3. Let us suppose that we want to 
check whether System satisfies the DSJ-l formula: 

CP2 = [coffee]{coin} ff. 

It is easy to show that the process Dispenser satisfies CP2. If we want to 
deduce that also 

Dispenser I[{ coin, coffee, tea}]1 User F CP2 

we must check that User does not alter the satisfaction of CP2. A sufficient 
condition to ensure this fact is that User and Dispenser behave in the 
same way with respect to the action coffee. 

In general, if P F cP and cP is a 0 SJ-l formula, the actions relevant to 
preserve the satisfaction of cP, when P is composed in parallel with an
other process, are only those ones belonging to the set K ( cp) of all ac
tions occurring in the set K of the modal operators [K]R appearing in 
cpo In order to express the above condition, we introduce the notion of 
a-bisimulation. 

Definition 5 (a-bisimulation) Let P, Q be two LOTOS processes and 
a A. 

• A a-bisimulation, B, zs a relation on P x P such that P B Q 
implies: 
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p pi implies Q QI for some QI and 
if Q QI then pi B QI; and 

- Q QI implies P pi for some pi and 
if p pi then pi B QI. 

• We say that P and Q are a-bisimilar (write p "'0" Q) iff there 
exists a a-bisimulation B containing the pair (P, Q). 

P "'0" Q means that, if P performs an action in a and becomes the 
process pi, then also Q can perform the same action and becomes a 
process which is a-bisimilar to pl. Moreover, each a-derivative of Pis a
bisimilar to all a-derivatives of Q. Similarly with P and Q interchanged. 

Suppose that P satisfies a OSJL formula 'P. Note that the actions be
longing to the set R of the modal operators [KJR occurring in 'P are not 
relevant to preserve the satisfaction of 'P, when P is composed in parallel 
with another process Q. In fact a computation containing an action in 
K but preceded by an action in R does not alter the truth value of a 
formula. Further, also the communication actions are not relevant to 
preserve the satisfaction of 'P: if P performs an action a in K and Q 
blocks the execution of such action, then the parallel composition cannot 
perform a and consequently the formula is vacuously true. 

Let 'P be a OSJL formula, we give the following compositional rule: 

P F 'P, Q "'JC(rp) P 
Orule 

P l[wJI Q F 'P 

Recall the coffee and tea dispenser described in Example 3; it holds that: 

• Dispenser F 'P2 = [coffeeJ{COin} ff; 

• User "'{coffee} Dispenser. 

Thus we can deduce that Dispenser I [{ coin, coffee, tea} J I User F 'P2· 

Now we consider the fullselective-JL-ca1culus formulae. Again, if we want 
to check that P I[wJI Q F 'P, we check 'P on P and we check whether P 
and Q are related by a (w, 'P)-relation, which, in this case, is obtained 
combining (w, p)-simulation with a-bisimulation in the following way: 

Definition 6 «(w, p, a)-relation) Let P, Q be two LOTOS processes 
and w,p,a A. 
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• A (w, p, a)-relation, n, is a relation on P x P such that P n Q 
implies: 

- p pI implies Q Q' for some Q' with pI n Q'; and 

- p tT pI implies Q tT Q' for some Q' and 
if Q Q' then pI n Q'; and 

- Q tT Q' implies P pI for some pI and 
if then pI n Q'. 

• We say that P (w, p, a)-relates Q iff there exists a (w, p, a)-relation 
n containing the pair (P, Q). 

Let <p be a selective-J.L-calculus formula and w A, in the following we 
say that two processes P and Q are related by a (w, <p)-relation (write 
p Q) if and only if a (w, p, a)-relation exists containing the pair 
(P, Q), where n(<p) = p and JC(<p) = a. 

We can now give the complete compositional rule: 

compositional.xule 
p I[wli Q F <p 

Recall the coffee and tea dispenser described of Example 3. Let us 
suppose that we want to check whether System satisfies the selective-J.L
calculus formula: 

<pa = (coin){coin} ((coffee)0tt 1\ [tea]{COin} ff). 

Applying the compositional rule, we can deduce that the property holds 
on the complete system by checking such property only on Dispenser 
and by showing that Dispenser User. 

We now present the main result of the paper, stating the soundness of 
the compositional rule. 

Theorem 1 (main) Let P, Q be two LOTOS processes and <p a for
mula of the selective-J.L-calculus. 

p F <p and P Q implies P I[wli Q F <p 

Proof. By induction on the structure of the formula. 

The soundness of () rule and 0 rule follows by Theorem 1. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
The compositional rule described in the previous section can signif

icantly reduce the state explosion problem arising in the direct model 
checking method, since we can check a formula cp only on a parallel com
ponent. However, to complete the verification, we have to check whether 
there exists a {w, cp)-relation between two processes P and Q composed 
in parallel over the set of actions w. Thus, a crucial point is to find an 
efficient algorithm to determine whether P Q. In literature, efficient 
algorithms exist for computing bisimulation equivalences [19], among 
them there is the algorithm of Paige-Tarjan [20]. We can adapt this al
gorithm to compute the (w, cp)-relation. In the worst case, we obtain an 
algorithm whose complexity, in space, is O(n + m), where n is the size 
of the transition system for P and m is the size of the transition system 
for Q. As a consequence, we obtain a reduction of the state space since, 
in the worst case, the size of the parallel composition of P and Q may 
be equal to the product of the sizes of the two components. 

It is important to note that the compositional approach presented in 
this paper can be applied to standard It-calculus too. As proved in [3], 
it holds that: {K} cp = (K}A cp and [K] cp = [K]A cp. As a consequence, 
we can apply our compositional rule, taking into account that, given a 
It-calculus formula cp, 'R,(cp) coincides with the whole set A if it exists a 
() operator in cp. Moreover, our approach can handle also infinite pro
cesses and we are investigating how the method could work for systems 
composed of more than two processes. 

We are actually developing a tool to check whether there exists a {w, cp}
relation between two processes P and Q composed in parallel over the 
set of actions w. The tool can be included, for example, in the the 
Concurrency Workbench environment [10], which is a verification system 
for process algebra description languages. 

6. RELATED WORK 
We now compare our method with some related works based on com

positional reasoning. In [8] a technique based on the use of interface 
processes is proposed. This technique attempts to minimise the global 
transition system by focusing on the communication among the com
ponent processes. The method considers the set of actions used in the 
interface between two components and minimises the system by elim
inating events that are not related to communication actions. More 
precisely, assume that PI and P2 communicate using a set of actions w. 
Then PI can only observe the behaviour of P2 through w. Thus P2 can 
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be replaced by an equivalent process A2 (called the interface process for 
P2) which is indistinguishable from P2 with respect to w. Our approach 
differs from the above one since for several reasons, among them: sup
pose that w is almost the whole set £(P2 ), the method proposed in [8] 
does not improve the efficiency of model checking, since the size of A2 
is not significantly less than the size of P2. Instead our approach can 
be applied also in this situation, reducing in many cases the complexity 
of model checking. Moreover, in [8], after finding the interface process, 
the model checking is always applied to a parallel composition of two 
processes (although less than the original one) which is the main cause 
of state explosion; this is avoided in the solution proposed in this paper. 
On the other hand, the method proposed in [8] can achieve better results 
than ours, when the set of communication actions is small. 

Assume-guarantee reasoning [21] is a semi-automatic technique that ver
ifies each component separately. The behaviour of each component de
pends on the behaviour of the rest of the system, i.e. its environment. 
Because of this, the user must specify properties that the environment 
has to satisfy in order to guarantee the correctness of the component. 
These properties are assumed. If these assumptions are satisfied, the 
component will satisfy other properties, called guarantees. By combin
ing the set of assume/guarantee properties in an appropriate way, it 
is possible to demonstrate the correctness of the entire system with
out constructing the global transition system. In order to automate 
this type of reasoning, in [13] a simulation preorder has been defined 
which preserves the satisfaction of formulae of a subset of CTL [11]. 
Our approach differs from the above one since that one uses a subset of 
a general logic (CTL) and cannot be applied to infinite state systems. 
Moreover, in the assume-guarantee approach the state explosion problem 
is replaced with another problem: the assumption explosion problem, i.e. 
assume/guarantee properties are expressed by complex formulae. How
ever, for some kind of formulae, the method described in [13] is more 
efficient than ours. 

In [15] it is proved that, for a given property 'P that a system composed 
of two concurrent processes must satisfy, there exist properties 'PI, 'P2 
that the processes in the composition must satisfy. Nevertheless, no 
method is given to deduce such properties; this is full responsibility of 
the human verifier of the system. Our approach differs from the above 
one since it can be completely automated. 

In [1] the parallel composition operator was eliminated basically by en
coding one of the component of the parallel composition into the formula, 
which is checked on the other components. In the worst case this re-
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suIts in an exponential blow-up in the size of the formula, and the total 
complexity remains the same as for non-compositional model checking. 

We remark that, unlike all other approaches discussed above, the ef
fectiveness of our method depends on the efficiency of the algorithm to 
decide whether two parallel processes are related by a (w, c,o}-relation. 
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